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Ocean WOrld Marina
cOfresí, PuertO Plata, dOMinican rePublic

The  Caribbean’s  Premier  Marina  Destination!



THE ONLY FULL SERVICE MARINA ON THE
NORTH COAST OF DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

 . 104 Wet Slips
 . Yachts up to 250 ft.
 . 12 ft. Controlled Depth
 . Premium Fuel Service
 . 24/7 Segurity Gated Marina
 . Port of Entry
 . Concierge Service
 . 24 Hour Water & Electricity
. Free Wi - Fi Always

  . RO Drinking Water Delivery
  . Fuel and Waste Pump Out
  . Bathroom, Showers, Laundry
  . Restaurants & Bars
  . Car Rental
  . Boat Yard 70 ton Travel lift
  . Dry Rack Storage
  . 12 ton Fork Lift

www.oceanworldmarina.com              Mail: info@oceanworldmarina.com                Ph. +(1)809.970.3373
N 19050.095’ - W 70043.535’
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E&M Is the leading maritime, legal, logistic and commercial advisory firm within the Dominican Republic.
It also provides consultancy in marine insurance and port activities, as well as special investigations and marine & cargo surveys.
It was founded in 2006 by Vinicio Mella and Lludelis Espinal, forerunners and prominent figures in the shipping industry. Both of them 
have dedicated their lives to undertaking projects that have benefitted the national and international logistic, port and maritime 
sector.
Renown for the excellence and efficiency of their services, E&M is profoundly proud to be listed as correspondent by twelve P&I Clubs 
of the IG Group, both in the Dominican Republic and Haiti.
E&M offers a wide scope of services throughout the region, thanks to its deeply rooted network of collaborators that cover the entire 
area of the Caribbean. The firm is also member of the South American Association of P & I Correspondents (SAPIC) as well as an 
associated member of the Inter-American Ports Commission of the Organization of American States (CIP/OAS).
By creating the non-profit organization, Ramón E. Mella Foundation, E&M demonstrates its full commitment to contribute to the 
development of maritime commerce by promoting the training to increase high standard service for the global shipping industry.
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May is eagerly awaited in Cuba, especially in the travel sector, 
because, with the exception of the last two years, it sees the 
International Tourism Fair FITCUBA held in the first week of the 

month, with Varadero as the venue.
On this occasion, FITCUBA will be dedicated to Sun and Beach and 

participants can enjoy the benefits of the resort, considered in 2022, according 
to tourist opinion on the Tripadvisor website, as the second best in the world, 
a fantastic place, with a postcard landscape, fine sand and the bluest water 
they have ever seen.
That is why this edition dedicates an article to that magnificent beach. It 

also includes an extensive report on the main destinations in the east of the 
island, full of history and traditions, as well as an invite to discover part of 
the Cuban nature found in the Alejandro de Humboldt National Park, La 
Güira and the western peninsula of Guanahacabibes.
We are pleased to present all that took place in the recent XIX version of the 

Fiesta del Tambor, after two years of recess, and the latest work by the group 
Klimax and its director Giraldo Piloto, a highlight being the new album 
Mucho.
In addition, the current volume includes the outstanding visual artist 

Sinecio Cuétara and the well-known photographer Edgar Brielo. In the 
fashion section is the designer María Salomé Morales, warmly received by 
women.
Health is another recurring theme, as the Comercializadora de Servicios 

Médicos Cubanos S. A. offers visitors numerous treatments for different 
ailments, as well as in-demand Quality of Life programs.
Cuban industry and agriculture are also featured in this edition, aimed in 

particular at foreign trade, while sports bring you a review of the discipline’s 
best Latin American representatives in 2021, by virtue of the survey 
conducted annually by Prensa Latina.
To close with a flourish and to toast the arrival of summer is the Havana 

Punch Ginger cocktail, very refreshing and pleasant tasting, prepared with 
the leader of Cuban rums.
Before closing, it is worth remembering the importance of maintaining 

sanitary measures to preserve health in the face of COVID-19, which has 
been affecting the world for more than two years now, despite the improved 
epidemiological situation in some countries, including Cuba, thanks to the 
vaccines developed in the country.

Cordially

Letter from the editor

E&M International Consulting S.R.L.
Dominican Republic Representative
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Varadero
Sun, sea 

and 
perennial fun 

One of Cuba’s warmest peninsulas is 

home to this beautiful beach where 

there are no limits to having a good 

time. Hicacos is a promising spit of land, full of 

natural treasures, located in the northernmost 

point of the island of Cuba. This area, extending 

into the Atlantic Ocean and just touching the 

Equator line, has the Caribbean island’s most 

picturesque 22 kilometers of coastline.

With extensive sand dunes, an infinitely serene 

sea and warmth all year round, Varadero is the 

premier sun and beach destination in the largest 

Antillean Island and in the entire Caribbean area. 

Amenities, first-class hotel infrastructure, varied 

recreation opportunities and a seabed rich in 

biodiversity are some of the advantages that this 

beach resort offers to visitors and locals alike.

Text and photos: Publicitur



Considered for years as one of the best in the world, Vara-

dero was again selected last year as among the 25 best bea-

ches in the world, in the Travellers Choice 2021 Best of The 

Best - an award organized by the travel and tourism website 

Tripadvisor. According to the website, this choice groups “the 

beaches travelers dream of all year round”. 

The fact is that Varadero offers intense days of pleasure, 

its shore invites you to sunbathe and swim with nothing 

to disturb the tranquility and the earning of a striking Ca-

ribbean tan. In addition, the famous seaside resort has 

ideal conditions for nautical activities and has two equip-

ped marinas: Marlin Marina Dársena Varadero and Marina 

Gaviota Varadero; a Nautical Base and five Diving Centers 

that guarantee diving enthusiasts with specialized boats, 

dive equipment rental and a variety of programs to really 

enjoy the area’s island shelf. 

Another alternative is the Varadero Golf Club, located in 

the distinctive Xanadú Mansion, in pleasant surroundings 

close to the sea, which contribute to the enjoyment of this 

sport. With saltwater lakes connecting directly to the sea, 

it is the largest green in the country. It has holes near the 

beach, bordering the coast and has twice hosted the Grand 
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Final of the European Challenge Tour and the AUDI 

Golf Cup of Spain. 

Nightlife in Varadero is also exciting, as one of the 

resort’s strong points is fun and parties, and the most 

enjoyable ones happen when visitors and locals get 

together, since Cubans, with their spontaneous joy, 

are the best hosts. The Palacio de la Rumba, the Casa 

de la Música, the disco La Bamba in the Tuxpan Ho-

tel, the Mambo Club, are some of the nightclubs where the  

party spirit will make the evening a good time.

Good cuisine could not be missing in this beautiful beach of 

the western province of Matanzas. Visitors can find excellent 

eateries with innovative Cuban and international gastro-

nomic proposals. Places like La Casona del Arte, where ex-

quisite cuisine is linked to excellent exhibitions; the Beatles 

bar-restaurant, one of the most popular in Varadero, and the 

recently-restored Boulevard, which includes cultural options 

and a souvenir market in addition to the gastronomic offer.

Varadero’s comfortable hotel network includes prestigious 

hotel chains such as: Iberostar, Barceló, Banyan Tree Hotels 

& Resorts, Posadas, Royalton Resorts and Meliá, the latter 

very well positioned in the destination and with six hotels 

deserving of the Travellers Choice 2021 Awards: Sol Varadero 

Beach, Meliá Varadero, Meliá Las Américas, Meliá Buenavista, 

Meliá Internacional Varadero and Sol Palmeras. All of them 

stand out for the quality of their services, hygienic protocols, 

innovation and care for the environment, in order to satisfy 

the wellbeing of their guests. 

Alone or with the family, with friends or as a couple, Vara-

dero will always be a favorable option to spend the most fun 

and spectacular vacations in the best sun and beach des-

tination in Cuba. Let’s take advantage as soon as possible, 

and be among those who enjoy the opportunity to vacation 

without limits. n
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Alejandro de Humboldt 
National Park,

privileged natural environment

Considered one of the most impor-

tant sites of endemic flora con-

servation in the western hemis-

phere, Alejandro de Humboldt National 

Park in eastern Cuba is a blessed setting 

for nature lovers.

Hiking, birdwatching, wildlife observation 

and boat trips are among the ideal setting 

for an active break.

Rivers, forests, waterfalls, streams, 

plains, bays, coral reefs and mountains, 

particularly the largest remnant of the 

mountain ecosystems preserved on 

the island, are found in this area of 

Guantánamo and Holguín provinces.

Its treasures led to UNESCO declaring 

it a World Heritage Site in 2001 and it 

is also internationally recognized as an 

Important Bird Area (IBA).

The park, named in honor of the German 

naturalist Alexander von Humboldt - 

considered the second discoverer of 

By Ana María Ruiz
Photos: Aslam I. Castellón Maure
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Miel river.

Nipe-Sagua-Baracoa, 
Mountain Range.



Cuba - who visited the island from 1800 to 1801 and in 1804, 

covers 70,680 hectares, 68,430 of which are on land and 

2,250 in the sea.

The levels of biodiversity and endemism of the area are the 

highest in the Antilles and among the highest in the world.

There are more than a thousand known and recorded 

species of plants, with about 80% endemism, and more than 

1,200 species of animals, 80% of them endemic.

Its varied flora and fauna include carnivorous plants, monk 

parakeet, Cuban parakeet, ivory-billed woodpecker, Cuban 

kite, manatee and solenodon, the latter an insectivorous 

mammal considered a living fossil of the animal kingdom.

In studies on biological biodiversity, several new species 

of amphibians and reptiles have been reported in the area, 

such as the Monte Iberia dwarf frog (Eleotherodactylus 

iberia) and the Cuban stripeless leaf-litter frog 

(Eleotherodactylus tetajulia), and the gray-banded green 

anole (Anolis toldo).

According to specialists, this privileged area of nature has 

sufficient territory and degree of conservation to ensure the 

15

Toa river.

Taco Bay. 



functioning of vital ecological processes and the survival of 

the inhabitant species.

The National Park is the main nucleus of the Cuchillas del 

Toa Biosphere Reserve, the most extensive and precious of 

the four existing in Cuba, which makes up over half its total 

area.

The grounds of Alejandro de Humboldt also conserve 

human traces of the past. Near the coast there are 

archeological sites that show evidence of indigenous 

presence and in the mountains there are shelters that were 

used by cimarrones (black runaway slaves).n

www.cubaplusmagazine.com16 Polymita picta.
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For Cubans and Havana residents in particular,  

the death of Eusebio Leal just over a year ago left  

the island’s capital fatherless.

For many people, Leal was the father of Havana, because 

for a little more than four decades he watched over this city 

as his own daughter: its problems, its successes, its needs. 

In short, he was always aware of everything that happened  

in the city, especially in the old part, where his footprints  

will never be erased.

One of his activities that all the locals know and remember 

is when, whenever time allowed, he went out walking the 

streets to see for himself what was being done in terms of 

reconstruction and repair of the colonial buildings. He would 

also get to know the concerns of the inhabitants, whom he 

would greet as he passed by.

For this reason, the people of Havana miss him so much.  

However, since last November 15, on the eve of the 502nd 

anniversary of San Cristóbal de La Habana, Leal made a 

permanent return to his beloved city, now as an impressive 

bronze statue, the work of Cuban artist and National Visual 

Arts award winner José Villa Soberón.

The sculpture is located in a very special spot, at Calle de 

Madera at the entrance of the City Museum, former Palace of 

Leal
returns to Havana to the 
delight of Cubans
By Mercy Ramos 
Photos: Alexis Rodríguez
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the General Captains, Leal’s favorite place in the city. Despite 

being erected only two months ago, it has become a place of 

pilgrimage, where every passerby stops to “greet” him and 

even take pictures with him.

For Villa Soberón, creator of other images of Cuban and 

foreign personalities, such as Alicia Alonso, Benny Moré and 

John Lennon, this was the most difficult piece because he was 

very well known and people have different ways of seeing him.

However, this statue is a great gift for the capital and its 

inhabitants, because it gave them back their beloved “father” 

who, during the celebrations of the 500th anniversary of the 

city, said: “The real mystery is that I lived centuries ago in other 

bodies and I was here (referring to the Atarés fort) when the 

castle was built”. Thanks to this new work of visual art, his 

presence and legacy will continue in his beloved Havana for 

centuries to come.n

19

José Villa Soberón, during 
the installation of the statue 
he made in honor of Leal.
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The nature in the east of Cuba is imposing and inspi-

ring and the landscapes are a spectacle. When we talk 

about eastern Cuba, we allude to the history of the na-

tion since its beginning, as the old world’s encounter with the 

island took place precisely in this terrain: Columbus disembar-

ked in 1492 in Bariay, a beautiful inlet in the province of Holguín. 

But let’s start our tour in Camagüey, one of the seven oldest 

cities in Cuba. Its historic center is one of the 13 World Heritage 

Sites on the island and, in addition to its striking architecture, 

the region has excellent havens of sun and sea. Its beaches are 

serene and warm, and staying at them is a great pleasure. The 

most famous of all is Santa Lucía, on the north coast of the pro-

vince, with a well-preserved coral reef, among the most extensi-

ve in the Caribbean area and excellent for scuba diving. 

In search of the sunrise, we arrived in Las Tunas, the city of 

sculptures and verse where, every year, the traditional Cuca-

lambeana Day and the Ibero-American Festival of the Décima 

and Improvised Verse are held, events in which artists and 

producers of the genre come together to enjoy literature and 

music. To admire the nature of Las Tunas you must visit Playa 

Covarrubias, a splendid seaside resort in the north of the pro-

vince, ideal for an intense day of sun and sea, including diving.

Cuba to 
the east

Santa Lucía beach, on the north coast 
of Camagüey province.

One of the largest areas of 
marine life conservation in the 
Caribbean region.

Text and photos: Publicitur
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Continuing on our way, we arrive at Holguín, a 

naturally privileged province, “...the most beautiful 

land that human eyes have ever seen...” , as Colum-

bus described it when he disembarked on the sho-

res of Bariay. Its high peaks, exuberant plains and 

soft sandy beaches make up a spectacular lands-

cape. Holguín’s attractions include the Alejandro de 

Humboldt National Park, a World Heritage Site and 

a magnificent natural space for those who love eco-

logical tourism. And to enjoy Holguín’s sea: Guarda-

lavaca and Esmeralda Beach. 

Another jewel of eastern Cuba is Cayo Saetía, a fas-

cinating islet near Holguín, considered a natural re-

serve because of the variety of animal species in the 

wild and its remarkable floral biodiversity. Its shore 

is inspiring and the marine platform that surrounds 

the key offers an ideal environment for those who 

enjoy underwater activities. 

To the southwest, we find Granma, a province of ex-

traordinary contrasts, where everything is enchan-

ting: imposing cliffs, vast plains, inviting beaches, 

waterfalls, coral reefs and impressive caves, such as 

those of Samuel and Fustete. Its provincial capital, 

Bayamo, is the second oldest city in the country and 

has an amazing history. 

Cradle of the Cuban nationality, in Bayamo the na-

tional anthem was born and sung for the first time, 

and it was the capital of the Republic in Arms. Its 

oldest and most enjoyable tradition are the horse-

drawn carriage rides, pleasant tours in the style of 

the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries, around places of 

interest, a memorable experience.

And on the way, we arrive in Santiago de Cuba, the 

most Caribbean of Cuban cities. Its reputation for 

being cheerful and cosmopolitan makes it a point 

of call for many visitors who, once they get to know 

it, always come back. Santiago has the oldest house 

on the continent (16th century), considered the only 

one of its kind still preserved in Hispanic America. 

The house was the residence of Governor Diego Ve-

lázquez de Cuéllar and today houses the city’s fas-

cinating Museum of Cuban Historical Environment. 

Talking about the city’s music is exciting. This melo-

dious land is the birth place of son, bolero, traditional 

trova and fun, contagious conga santiaguera. 

Playa Covarrubias, excellent 
destination for scuba diving 
activities.

Guardalavaca, marvellous sun 
and beach destination.

Cayo Saetía, one of the 
jewels in the Cuban east.
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And finally, the First City of Cuba: Baracoa, astonishing 

land, founded in 1512. A small colonial village with a 

provincial spirit and centuries-old customs that have 

survived over time. Its nature is one of the most char-

ming in Cuba. And for those who like to delve into its 

origins, Baracoa has more than 60 archeological sites 

that speak of the Taínos, an ancient civilization that  

inhabited the area. 

If you have decided to visit Cuba, go to the east, your 

journey will be well rewarded. There is only one thing 

that will remain unsatisfied...desire, the desire to stay 

longer. But don’t let that stop you, enjoy it all. At the 

end of your vacation you will be happy, besides, there is 

always the opportunity to come back.n

Santiago de Cuba, the most Caribbean of Cuban cities.

Granma, province of extraordinary 
contrasts.

Baracoa, the First City of Cuba with its nature 
among the most enchanting.
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The beauty of Havana as the very  

special capital of Cuba is found in  

the memories of yesteryear admired 

by all, as is the case of the lamp holders.

 This city, as touristy as it is cosmopolitan, 

praised or criticized, the old part especially, 

has many details.

lamp holders 
on show 
to tourists

www.cubaplusmagazine.com24

By Roberto F. Campos 
Photos: José (Tito) Meriño and Roberto F. Campos

 Tourist guide commentaries are contem-

plated by the most observant who stop to 

examine doors, knockers, grilles and other  

colorful particularities as if they were stopped 

in time.

 However, of all these pieces, the lampposts 

bring a unique beauty, stark and lively, with 

metal reliefs and the sacrilege of modern 

bulbs contained within a structure that is 

much older. 

 The recuperation of the symbols, distinctive 

signs of a city that has always been concer-

ned with saving what can be rescued, come  

together in the lampposts, where green or rust 

have lent an outstretched hand.

  In fact, those streetlights, both the old and 

the modern ones, play an important role 

for today’s visitors making their pilgrimage 

through this city, founded in 1519 on Novem-

ber 16.

 Seeing the lampposts reminds us of the  

history of public lighting, very well represen-

ted in Havana. 

 Scholars remind us how fire, once humans  

had learnt how to use it, provided us with  

illumination.  

Havana’s 
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   The first known ordinances on public 

lighting date back to the 16th century. 

By 1662, the French abbé Laudati Carra-

ffe had organized a night watch corps in  

charge of turning streetlights on and off.

  The first use of gas lighting for public 

illumination was in 1807, when Frederick 

Albert Winsor lit up one side of London’s 

Pall Mall.

 Back then, the first gas streetlights re-

quired a lamplighter to walk the streets 

at dusk and light them. Even more in-

terestingly, it is known that the first 

streetlights were manufactured by the 

Arabs. 

   They were followed by the first electric 

arc type, initially electric candles, Ja-

blochoff candles or Yablochkov candles,  

developed by the Russian Pavel Yablo-

chkov in 1875.

   But what does this history have to do 

with Havana? Well, a wide range of these 

artifacts can be seen in the streets of this 

city, like a living museum.

   And although they are now electric, they 

preserve the original structure and mate-

rials of a respectable lamp holder, a kind 

of walk through the trajectory of such  

artifacts, with motifs beautiful enough to 

portray them.n
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La Güira
A Magical Rural Retreat

The former Cortina Estate in Cuba, 

today La Güira Farm, is a natural 

paradise, where the environment 

and universal culture are well preserved.

Located in the western province of Pinar 

del Río, this place has a very peculiar 

visual attraction: a medieval entrance, 

as conceived by its first owner, the 

Cuban politician, writer and lawyer of 

that surname.

José Manuel Cortina (1880-1970) created 

a natural and culturally rich center that 

has been preserved and protected until 

now and is currently open to welcome 

Cuban and international visitors alike.

Reopened in December 2014 after being 

remodeled, the site is close to San Diego 

de los Baños and Los Portales Cave, 

and has become the entrance to that 

territory’s eastern region.

Text and photos: Roberto F. Campos 
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It shows different styles, including the idea to reproduce 

France ’s Versailles Palace.

It is a unique space with various restaurants, stone roads, 

sculptures from different places and a truly beautiful 

landscape that illustrates Cuban nature.

Japanese and Chinese symbols are kept at the farm and 

can be seen both in the former houses and the garden.



La Güira has a name for itself among locals, and the area 

covered by the retreat now were formerly occupied by 28 

tobacco plantations and 89 houses dating back to 1687.

Its transformation today exhibits nine rooms, the Red 

House as a museum, a desk, restaurants, bars, cafeterias, 

grills, parking lots and a swimming pool.

It also has a game room, amphitheater, parks, museum, 

mini zoo, boat rides, nature trails, and bird watching 

areas.n
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Guanahacabibes,

The Guanahacabibes Biosphere Reserve, Cuba’s westernmost tip, stands out today 

for stories of pirates who came to its shores to hide still-unknown treasures, and for 

land and underwater landscapes, as well as conservation projects.

Bathed by the waters of the Gulf of Mexico, the peninsula belonging to the province 

of Pinar del Río has sites with names of pirates, such as Poza Juan Claro, Punta del Holandés, 

Playa Antonio..., leading the explorer to believe that legendary places can be found there.

where the sun goes down
By Claudia González Corrales  /  Photos: Aslam I. Castellón Maure
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Iguana (Cyclura nubila).

Sunset on the coast of 
Cabo San Antonio.

Cabo San Antonio coast.
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A secluded place, where vegetation and animal species coexist with few permanent residents in its 1, 060 

square kilometers, it appears as an oasis with its twenty beaches, trails for bird and reptile watching, high 

level of endemism and reef ecosystems among the most diverse in the Caribbean.

Guanahacabibes is the largest lake area in the country, and the iguana, the largest lizard on the island, is 

part of its legend, with male specimens up to two meters long.

Poza Juan Claro, La Bajada.

Lizard (Anolis quadriocellifer), 
uniquely endemic to Guanahacabibes. 

Cuban hutia (Capromys pilorides).

Moth 
(Urania boisduvalii).

Iguana (Cyclura nubila).

Road in Cabo San Antonio.
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In areas specializing in tourism, one attraction stands out: 

the chance to see sea turtles hatch a few meters away, as part 

of a monitoring and conservation project for these reptiles 

that has international significance.

Between May and September, four of the planet’s 

seven endangered species come to the peninsula’s 

coasts to lay their eggs in the dunes.

The initiative of scientific and academic institutions 

includes counting the eggs and groups of specimens, 

while the beaches they prefer for nesting are analyzed.

The tourism press considers the place a dream 

destination for nature and ecotourism lovers, and 

recall the submerged heritage of the coastline and the 

existing archaeological sites, 140 of them related to the 

life of the indigenous.

Landmarks in the area are the Roncali Lighthouse, the 

only building built in the colonial period in the far west, 

and the María la Gorda International Diving Centre, with 

some 60 dive sites in calm waters with great visibility.

Guanahacabibes has been recognized since 1987 as 

a Biosphere Reserve, a category granted by Unesco, 

and home to a National Park, which witnesses every 

afternoon the setting of the Cuban sun into the 

peninsula’s seas.n

Ghost ship.

Visitor center.

Roncali 
Lighthouse.



IN ALLIANCE WITH COMERCIALIZADORA DE SERVICIOS MÉDICOS CUBANOS S.A. (CSMC S.A.) 

WE OFFER VARIOUS PROGRAMS AND TREATMENTS ACCORDING TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

THE POSSIBILITY OF TREATING DISEASES SUCH AS LUNG CANCER, ADDICTIONS, DIABETIC FOOT ULCER, 
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The accumulated experience of Cu-
ban professionals dealing with CO-
VID-19 on the island and in more 

than 50 countries, the contributions to pre-
vention, medical care and rehabilitation, 
and the biopharmaceutical products and 
diagnostic means developed and tested in 
this Caribbean nation to confront the disea-
se, has a powerful appeal for professionals 
who want to learn about them and develop  
skills for their use in health care practice.
Tackling the COVID-19 pandemic requires 

health professionals with expertise in multiple 
areas of knowledge, consistent with the 
scientific-technical development and the 
experience accumulated by the international 
medical and scientific community during this 
serious health situation.

Special offers of 
postgraduate studies 
in Cuba for the battle 
against COVID-19 
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Are you interested in taking a postgraduate course in Cuba to de-
velop competencies and skills to confront COVID-19?

The Comercializadora de Servicios Médicos Cubanos S. A. offers 
postgraduate studies to individuals, public and private institutions from 
any country in the world aimed at providing medical and health science 
professionals with competencies and skills to deal with COVID-19.
Those interested can complete courses, training and diplomas, as 

well as medical specialities and master’s degrees, all at the prestigious 
Medical University of Havana, whose accreditation is internationally  
recognized.

CONTACT
(+53) 7209  0977 

smc@smcsalud.cu  

Comercializadora de Servicios 

Médicos Cubanos

SMC_SaludCuba
Servicios Médicos Cubanos

@Comercializadora 
Servicios Médicos 
Cubanos S. A.
Calle 44 No. 502 e/ 5ta. Ave 
y 5ta. A, Miramar, Playa, 
La Habana, Cuba.
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Dear colleagues:

We are pleased to invite you to participate in the 1st 
International Symposium on Products of Natural 
Origin “For a Healthy Life” that will take place from 
September 27 to October 1, 2022, in the Iberostar 
Selection Varadero Hotel, a 5-star all-inclusive resort 
located on the best strip of Varadero beach, Cuba.
This event will bring together a large number of national 

and foreign specialists, with the aim of discussing 
different topics, from the processes of obtaining active 
ingredients from natural sources to the final registration 
of new medicines or nutritional supplements for  
well-being and health. 
In the form of posters or conferences, the most 

recent work that has been developed in the areas  
of extraction, purification, characterization, stability,  

 
formulation, pharmacological and toxicological 
characterization, clinical evaluation and health 
registration will be presented; jobs in which you can 
appreciate the use of both traditional methods and 
the most innovative technologies that are currently 
applied in this industry. The meeting will be an excellent 
opportunity to discuss these issues, surrounded by the 
famous Cuban hospitality and enjoying Varadero, one of 
the most beautiful beaches in the world.
We are pleased to invite you to participate in the 1st 

International Symposium on Products of Natural 
Origin “For a  Healthy Life” and we hope you will honor 
us with your presence so that our event will be one of 
the best organized to date, with the certainty that it will 
help to establish strong ties of cooperation between 
specialists and researchers.

“For a Healthy Life”

September 27 to October 1, 2022

IMPORTANT DATES / 2022
01 July,                          Deadline for sending abstracts
20 July,                          Deadline for abstracts acceptance
31 July,                          Deadline for early registration
31 August,                    Deadline for on time registration
27 September,           Accreditation and opening
01 October,                  Closure

1st International Symposium  
on Products of Natural Origin

Ave. 25 # 15202 Esq. 21-A, Reparto Cubanacán, Playa, La Habana. 

        +53 7215 2183 (Pizarra)  /  +53 7273 6837   /   +53 7208 0948

         pnat@cnic.cu   

         @CNICBioCubaFarma

         @CNIC_Cuba             

         @CNIC_Cuba

Varadero Cuba, 

www.cnic.cu



EMCOMED, a medicine marketing and distribution 
company, belonging to the Superior Organization 
of Business Management (OSDE) BioCubaFarma, 

also offers specialized logistical services with high added 
value to the Cuban pharmaceutical industry, which gua-
rantee qualified and specialized personnel to participate 
across processes such as:
    - Logistical support to medicine production with de-

livery to the manufacturers of the raw materials, packa-

ging material and supplies from the port and airport en-
closures or EMCOMED’s own facilities.
    - Removal of finished products from BioCubaFarma’s 

laboratories or from the airport or port to EMCOMED’s lo-
gistics platform. 
    - Distribution of finished products to all provinces of 

the country.
    - Logistical support of BioCubaFarma group exports 

until their delivery at the airport and port facilities.

     www.facebook / emcomed       www.twitter / Emcomed1

TRANSPORTING  LIFE
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EMPRESA COMERCIALIZADORA
Y DISTRIBUIDORA DE MEDICAMENTOS

MSc. Yudaisi Salazar Sotolongo 
Logistics Director of EMCOMED 



The company’s structure allows it, from the logistics 
platforms in the nation’s capital, to efficiently move raw 
materials and packaging materials to BioCubaFarma’s 
manufacturing laboratories, and finished medicines 
(domestic and imported) to the distribution centers in 
all provinces (primary distribution), from where they are 
delivered to health institutions (secondary distribution).
The company also has two national transportation ba-

ses, strategically located in the west (Havana) and east of 
the country (Santiago de Cuba), guaranteeing better use 
of vehicles and an efficient flow of loads.
EMCOMED’s fleet is made up of specialized vehicles 

certified by the Center for State Control of Medicines, 
Equipment and Medical Devices (CECMED) for the dis-
tribution of pharmaceutical products, operated by the 

www.emcomed.cu

CONTACT
Lic. Ángel Luis Chacón Padrón / Calzada de Vento No. 4161 e/ Línea de Ferrocarril y Callejón de Miraflores, 
Cerro, La Habana, Cuba.          +53 7649 1085 / +53 7648 7996           angel.chacon@oc.emcomed.cu         
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organization’s own personnel trained in Good Distribu-
tion Practices and Cold Chain.
All these vehicles are equipped with on-board com-

puters, which allow the use of satellite monitoring via 
GPS and are managed through the Movilweb location 
application, ensuring an efficient Fleet Management and 
Control System. Specifically, in the case of primary distri-
bution, there is a real-time system, which facilitates deci-
sion making and greater use of transportation.
These strengths of EMCOMED make it the only BioCuba-

Farma organization that is present in the entire medici-
ne supply chain up to the last mile, as demanded by the 
health system in Cuba.
EMCOMED’s logistics expertise makes it capable of fa-

cing new challenges efficiently and effectively, as has 
happened in the last two years confronting the epide-
miological situation generated by COVID-19, when the 
level of operations increased exponentially, mainly due 
to health system emergencies. EMCOMED adapted its lo-
gistic flows and systems, achieving quick and innovative 
solutions, guaranteeing that the medicines and diagnos-
tics needed to confront the pandemic reached every cor-
ner of the country at the required time.
In every achievement of the organization, in every thank 

you or recognition received, there is the effort and com-
mitment of the employees, who with professionalism and 
humanism allow EMCOMED to continue “Transporting 
Life”, always “Committed to the health of the people”.n
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Havana Biennial,
gateway to visual 
arts in Cuba

The certainty of a successful Preamble with a 

large international reach marks the future of 

the Havana Biennial, whose 14th edition is well 

underway in Cuba. 

The current version of the now traditional art festival 

is being held virtually and on site in three stages or 

“experiences”: Preamble (Nov. 12-Dec. 5), Havana 

Biennial (Dec. 6-March 24) and Return to the Future 

(March 25-April 30). 

With its second experience, the event prioritizes the 

work of new and established artists from the island, 

who exhibit their work in a variety of group shows such 

as Farmacia: volver a la tierra, Imaginarios visuales 

femeninos, Disonancias, Islas and A fin de cuentas. 

Such special projects were conceived by the organizing 

committee in line with the vision of the event, which 

By Claudia Maden
Photos: Ferval



responds to the slogan “Future and Contemporaneity” 

and, according to Norma Rodríguez, president of 

the National Council of Plastic Arts, has fostered the 

exchange between specialists and creators, Cuban as 

well as foreign.

As a curatorial megaproject, the Biennial not only 

aims to contribute to a better understanding of today’s 

problems based on a type of artistic space that often 

does not prevail in the major circuits, but also offers 

the opportunity to express the authentic culture of our 

people, said director Nelson Ramírez. 

The largest rendezvous of contemporary arts on the island 

began its second phase with the large-format exhibition 

Manifiesto, by the notable Cuban creator Alexis Leyva 

(Kcho). 
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Detrás del Muro project, made by artists from  
Sancti Spíritus, Las Tunas, Holguín and Matanzas.



The collection of monumental works made of steel and 

previously housed in the Museo Orgánico del Romerillo, 

the epicenter of his social and community work in 

conjunction with art, extends along the central 5th 

Avenue of the capital. 

In his opinion, these encounters have catapulted his work 

internationally and he confesses to feeling like “a son of the 

Biennial, a unique and special space that changed the way 

in which Cuban artists show and see art.”

In this sense, more than 60 national representatives joined 

their poetics in the collective exhibition Estado de Espíritu, 

which opened its doors in the Cuba Pavilion and became a 

creative breath of fresh air after the previous two years in 
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Manifiesto project, 
by Alexis Leyva (Kcho).



which the circuits had to rethink cultural, 

self-management and transformative 

models. 

According to the organizers, the exhibition 

once again uses “the old settings —

without ignoring online platforms— to 

physically display many of the works 

created in a virtual space.” From Havana’s 

iconic Malecón, other large-format 

exhibits catch the eye and interact with 

spectators as they give life to the Detrás 

del Muro project, made by artists Manuel 

Mendive, Ernesto Rancaño, Ictiandro 

Rodríguez, Luis Ramón Silva, Osley 

Ponce, Pedro Escobar and Pedro Luis 

Cuéllar, who worked with the concept 

of transformation. Another stand-out 

exhibition is Un día cuenta, located in the 

esplanade of the historic Castle of San 

Salvador de la Punta.

And so the Cuban capital has become a 

giant gallery for contemporary art and 

offers an extensive tour through exhibi-

tions and presentations, in addition to 

several special projects and collaborative 

workshops, including other cities of the 

country.n
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From childhood, Cuban Sinecio Cuétara 

set his course towards a journey of 

exploration of senses, aesthetics and 

identity that led him into the labyrinthine 

paths of the visual arts, with their light and 

shade, colors and diversity of forms.

As the artist confessed to CubaPLUS 
Magazine, being born in a village (Palenque) 

in Consolación del Sur, in the western province 

of Pinar del Río, became an essential element 

to explore the creative world, first building his 

own toys and then imagining unlikely scenarios 

from the backyard of the house surrounded by 

vegetation.

Sinecio Cuétara
and the labyrinths of his painting work

In Palenque, Cuétara gave free rein to his 

imagination among the tobacco fields, two 

rivers and a stream, many fruit trees and 

landscapes: a place of dreams and mysteries 

from where “love for the three-dimensional 

and a taste for those wonderful colors of nature 

and their aromas in every sunrise.”

In contrast, trips to the city gave him new 

perspectives, expanded his horizons with 

exceptional pieces by local artists such as 

Domingo Ramos and his landscapes or the 

interiors of Amelia Peláez.

“That’s how my first doodles began as a chil-

dhood game, from drawings in the earth and 

By Liz Arianna Bobadilla León  /  Photos: Courtesy of artist

Luces del D.F.
From the series Ciudad. 
Acrylic-fabric. 120 x 100 cm, 2003.

Evolución. From the series Los Límites. 
Acrylic-fabric. 152 x 122 cm, 2006.
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fantasy worlds in the sand; the patio of the 

house became the stage of my magical imagi-

nary where everything finds harmony,” said the 

sculptor born in 1967.

With a degree in Art Education from the Enri-

que José Varona Higher Pedagogical Institute, 

Cuétara has had a prolific career with some 15 

personal exhibitions, dozens of group shows in 

Spain, the United States, South Korea, Pana-

ma, Mexico and Colombia, among other latitu-

des, while his work is in private collections in 

several countries.

The road traveled from his student days 

to the present was full of “discoveries and 

knowledge, utopias, love and family,” recalled 

the creator, while highlighting the irreplacea-

ble presence of his trip companion, Alicia de 

la Campa Pak.

An ally of adventures in life and creation, “we 

began by sowing and later germinating pro-

jects that form the map of the footprints as we 

walk along this difficult but invaluable path of 

visual creation and its labyrinths, which shape 

the work”.

Although the beginnings were focused on 

landscape, the 21st century opened the doors 

to new stylistic concerns and experimentation, 

which led his work to integrate very important 

literary collections on the island, such as La 

pintura Abstracta en Cuba: 100 Artistas Abs-

tractos Cubanos and La Abstracción en la Pin-

tura Cubana: 126 Pintores Cubanos Abstractos, 

no figurativos, no objetuales: Tomo II, by Luis 

García Peraza.

Luces del D.F.
From the series Ciudad. 
Acrylic-fabric. 120 x 100 cm, 2003.

Interior Habanero.
Acrylic-canvas . 86 x 66 cm, 2018.

Muchacha con peineta.
Acrylic-canvas. 86 x 66 cm, 2018.
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“My beginnings were in landscape, a genre I 

cultivate to this day, and abstraction sprouted 

organically in my canvases as a result of a trip 

to Mexico for an exhibition in 2003,” and then it 

was nurtured by his own work, exchanges with 

creators and other artistic expressions such as 

cinema, theater, literature, dance and other 

cultures.

“The North American Robert Rauschemberg 

was one of my first encounters with this world 

closer to the abstract in an exhibition at the 

National Museum of Fine Arts in Havana,” 

evoked Cuétara, and compared his work to a 

journey of expedition and rediscovery.

“You dive into the depths of a dream, it’s a 

daily awakening, you connect with the pulse 

of life that you discover along the way, in that 

delicious battle that is creation, all that sha-

red with my accomplice: Alicia”.

In fact, that voyage of exploration has taken 

his canvases to important stages of contem-

porary art in the Caribbean nation, such as 

half a dozen editions of the Havana Biennial, 

the current version of which runs through 

April 30.

Habitación con vista.
Acrylic-canvas. 132 x 198 cm, 

2018.

Cicatrices del tiempo.
Acrylic-canvas. 100 x 130 cm, 
2009.

Camino a casa de tía rubia.
Acrylic-fabric. 50 x 60 cm, 2011.

Palenque.
Acrylic-fabric. 45 x 65 cm, 2007.
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Likewise, Cuétara defines himself as a faithful 

defender of the Cuban identity, his trademark 

is present in every brushstroke because “I am 

Cuban and I live in Cuba, because of my origins, 

because I am part of the flow of this city (Hava-

na) that welcomed me as a son, we are where 

we come from and there are our roots: a rain-

bow of colors”.

His personal exhibitions stand out for that - 

Constructos imaginarios, Ciudad reinventada, 

Un lugar en el mundo o Contrapunto, produ-

ced in the last decade, such as Para alzar el 

vuelo, Encuentro, Ars longa, vita brevis, Huellas 

sobre la ciudad y 500 x 500, dedicated to the 

island’s capital, sources of inspiration for mul-

tiple projects. 

Havana city is recurrent in the pictorial work 

of national creators; it is not surprising then 

that Cuétara captures this image and trans-

lates into paintings this peculiar space where 

modernity and history converge in each buil-

ding.

And from that very city that welcomed and 

seduces him, with each strike of the waves 

on the Malecón, Sinecio Cuétara continues 

his journey, unafraid to enter the labyrinths 

hidden in a blank canvas, until he finds a way 

out full of color, light, shapes and dreams.n

    +53 5271 5089  

      s.cuetara@gmail.com

www.sineciocuetara.runningfishart.com  

Sinfonía habanera.
Acrylic-canvas. 100 x 73 cm, 
2015.

Destinos.
Acrylic-canvas. 130 x 170 cm, 2021.
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Photography 
as a reason 

for life

Edgar 
Brielo:

By Lázaro Gerardo 
Valdivia Herrero

From the series Mi gente del café. Digital photo, 2020.

From the series
Mi gente del café. 

Digital photo, 2020.
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The name of Edgar Brielo Maranillo Sierra, or 

simply Brielo, the artistic name he has earned in 

the world of contemporary visual arts, is one of 

the great realities of photography on the Antillean Island.

He is an exponent of a unique expressive language 

and deep admirer of the most traditional constructive 

practices of eastern Cuba. Brielo has spent almost a 

decade sharing his passion for contrasts of light and 

shade with archeology, a scientific discipline which 

has allowed the artist to more rigorously approach 

the vernacular architectural heritage scattered in rural 

areas, which inspires this lively creator with its mixture, 

“exoticism” and great symbolism for the future. 

Born in 1992 in the city of Santiago de Cuba, Brielo 

works as a photographer and archeology specialist at 

the Center for the Interpretation and Dissemination of 

Coffee Cultural Heritage (Casa Dranguet). The center 

belongs to the city’s Conservation Office, a prestigious 

body managing and preserving the heritage of this former 

colonial town, which this popular artist joined after his 

2011 graduation as an archeology technician at the Ugo 

Luisi Workshop School, attached to the aforementioned 

institution.

From the series  Mi gente del café. Digital photo, 2020.

From the series  Mi gente del café. 
Digital photo, 2020.
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With seven personal exhibitions to his name and with 

significant involvement in over 40 collective exhibitions 

(national and international), Brielo has been awarded 

and recognized in diverse events and photography 

contests, endorsements which have accredited his 

inclusion in important institutions. These include the 

Asociación Hermanos Saíz (AHS), which he joined 

in 2014, as well as the Gonzalo de Cárdenas Chair of 

Vernacular Architecture, attached to the Office of the 

Historian of Havana, an body that accepted him as an 

associate in 2015 and recognized him three years later 

as an honorary member.

He has entered various photography contests sponsored 

by the previously-mentioned Chair and the Spanish Diego 

de Sagredo Foundation, whose awards are presented 

annually at the Vernacular Architecture Technical 

Conference held in Havana’s Historic Center. 

At the age of twenty-nine, and in full artistic flow, Brielo 

has not stopped creating and dreaming of new formulas 

and mechanisms for people to access his work with a 

critical spirit and referential perception, because his work 

has been and always will be sincere, free of plethora and 

garlands, where simplicity and truthfulness are key in the 

always difficult mission of bearing witness to the selves 

and others that proliferate around us.n
Escalinata de Padre Pico

(Santiago de Cuba). Digital photo, 2020.

From the series Entre claros y oscuros. Digital photo, 2012.
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 Edgar Brielo Maranillo Sierra

          +53 5433 3630 (Cuba)

          bri56304@gmail.com

          brielophoto@gmail.com

          @brielophoto

Panoramic view of El Cobre village (Santiago de Cuba). Digital photo, 2019.

Cathedral of Santiago de Cuba by night. 
Digital photo, 2020.

From the series  Me voy pa ’ La Habana. 
Digital photo, 2012.



from books to a 
needle and thread

Changing her job from book 
editor, which she was passionate 
about, to clothing designer 

was not an easy task for María Salomé 
Morales. She was leaving a highly valued 
profession and many years of work 
and experience to start from scratch. 
However, she does not regret it because 
she achieved her dreams.
So began our conversation with this lady, 

“a warrior” for her hard work over two 
decades to achieve the recognition she 
now has as a designer in the difficult and 
competitive world of fashion.

By Mercy Ramos
Photos: Lilien Trujillo Vitón

Assistant: Alejandro Moya
Makeup and Hair: Rachel Dalmau

Models: Alicia Hechavarría,
Jhayna Duarte

                and Daniela Callejas 
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In the beginning, she created designs 
and sewed pieces that, with the help 
of her daughter, then a teenager, were 
modeled for friends on a catwalk in her 
living room. As time went by, the demand 
for her clothes grew and her house 
became too small. So she had to look for 
seamstresses and other spaces.
New ideas arose and she was able to 

undertake several projects, with the help 
of friends. However, the largest and most 
important, created with her daughter 
Cathy, is the Salomé Fashion House, 
founded in 2013.
“In addition to women’s beachwear, 

sportswear, smart casual wear, dress 
wear, bridal gowns, and men’s shirts,  
we have the Sueños Collection of 
women’s lingerie, and the children’s 
collection directed and created by my 
daughter, which has already won two 
FIART awards,” she said.
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salomecasademodas@gmail.com

@salomemodas_

+53 7203 5070

Throughout her career she has 
participated in numerous projects, 
including Havana Fashion Week,  
of which she was the creator and 
director.
She has also presented her designs 

at national and international events 
such as HAVANABEL, FIMAE, FENART, 
EXUBERARTE, Arte en la Rampa, the 
International Crafts Fair (FIART), many 
times at the country’s most important 
fashion house, La Maison, and in hotels 
and other institutions. 
Given the situation currently imposed 

by the pandemic, Salomé is now ready 
to work again, with her experience 
accumulated over several years. In this 
issue she shows a preview of some 
designs to be included in her Spring-
Summer collection, as well as exotic 
mannequins designed exclusively to 
present this new beginning. One can 
say, therefore, that the change was 
worth it.n
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Percussionists celebrated

Fiesta del Tambor
(Drum Festival)

the return of 
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Percussionists from Cuba and the world were 

jubilant as the “Guillermo Barreto in Memoriam” 

Drum Festival returned for its 19th edition, 

from 1 to 6 March, after a two-year break due to the 

epidemiological situation affecting the planet.

On this occasion, the important drumming event put on 

its finest, as it was dedicated to Cuba, one of the Caribbean 

countries, and perhaps the world, most distinguished for 

its musicality. The best percussionists of the largest of 

the Antilles participated, with iconic groups such as Los 

Van Van, Los Muñequitos de Matanzas, Havana D’Primera, 

Yoruba Andabo, Pupy y los que Son, Son, and the  

Conjunto Folklórico Nacional, among others.

The Cuban capital became a giant stage, as numerous 

venues hosted the performances, including the Hotel 

Nacional de Cuba, the Amphitheater on Avenida del 

Puerto, La Piragua, Arcos de Belen in Old Havana, as 

well as several communities such as Los Sitios in Central 

Havana, La Corea in San Miguel del Padrón or Campo 

Florido in East Havana.

Special moments of this great celebration included the 

tributes to the Muñequitos de Matanzas, which in 2022 

celebrates its 70th anniversary, and to the Conjunto 

Folklórico Nacional, which has been working for six 

decades to revive forms of Cuba’s traditional popular 

culture.
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As usual, participants enjoyed master classes in 

percussion and popular Cuban dances, as well as 

the international drum competition for professional 

drummers.

According to the organizers, this year some measures 

were adopted due to the epidemiological situation that 

still prevails in Cuba and the world, so it was agreed to 

limit the capacity in the various shows and suspend the 

participation of students in percussion competitions.

In addition to respecting the sanitary protocols 

established in the country, the open dance competition 

for all ages was postponed until 2023 and several of 

the venues that in recent years have brought together 

relevant national and international artists were changed.

For Maestro Giraldo Piloto, president of the organizing 

committee, celebrating the festival this year constituted 

the best gift for percussionists, as he considers the drum 

as the backbone of Cuban music. “The best thing was 

that it was once again the event for dance groups, jazz 

players, art school students and fans in general from all 

over the world, who have been with us for over 20 years 

celebrating the concerts, master classes or competitions 

we hold. Doing it at this time became an inspiration for 

all of us who uphold our inherited culture,” he stressed.n
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Designed and manufactured in Canada since 1982.
SABIAN Cymbals are recognized around the world for their 

high quality craftsmanship and superior sound.

Visit us at sabian.com

CONTACT
sabianunbound@gmail.com / +53 5280 7707

Proud sponsors of the 
Drum Festival in Havana, 
the cymbal of choice for 
the best drummers and 
percussionists in Cuba.
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For Efraín Sabás, stages are the spaces where he dis-
plays his rich creativity, in shows under his artistic di-
rection that conquer audiences and leave significant 

marks on Cuban culture.
Varied knowledge, organizational and leadership skills, 

good taste and experience are some of the characteristics of 
artistic direction, a profession that Sabás has practiced for 
more than 20 years.
With a degree in Spanish and Literature, after graduation 

he embarked on this path in the late 1990s in Regla, a 

Havana municipality with an important cultural life. There 
he attended courses and workshops as a show director 
and, above all, met and had the support of relevant artists  
such as Humberto Medina and Alberto Mir, founder  
and director, respectively, of the emblematic troupe  
Guaracheros de Regla.
“The main thing was all the possibilities they gave me 

to create on stage,” he told CubaPLUS Magazine, and 
noted that direct practice with the world of the stage was 
undoubtedly the tool that served him to develop as a 
creator.
“Taking advantage of every moment, observing and asking 

questions, nurturing myself from the greats and always 
being willing to learn served me and continues to help me 
in this difficult path of art,” he said.
The Drum Festival, the Jazz Plaza International Festival, 

the Havana International Book Fair, Cubadisco, the most 
important international fair of the Cuban recording 
industry, the Habaneras Festival, concerts of prominent 
figures... are some of the events that count on his artistic 
direction, with special mention to the carnivals of the 
capital, in which he has been working for more than a 
decade.
Comparsas, floats, orchestras, rumba groups, dance 

troupes, presenters, as well as motorcycle and classic car 

Efraín 
Sabás,

By Ana María Ruiz
Photos: Courtesy of the interviewee

architect of artistic 
direction



clubs, representatives from the provinces, audiovisual 
projects, fashion shows, fireworks and foreign guests 
can bring together some 8,000 artists in a night.
“The Havana Carnival,” he explained, “is a macro-event, 

an artistic-cultural event full of traditions and Cuban 
craftsmanship whose main stage is Havana’s coastline 
and its magical Malecón, but activities are held in all 
municipalities of the capital.”
Every year, Sabás takes on the celebrations for the 

anniversary of the founding of Havana, but the Gala for 
its 500 years in 2019 “was a great challenge in every way,” 
he said when commenting on the presentation, which 
brought together nearly 2,000 artists, from a comparsa to 
the Symphony Orchestra and the National Ballet.
“Never before had the National Capitol and its wonder-

ful staircase served as a stage in its entirety. Eleven stages 
were built and a set design was created that respected the 
grandeur of the building.
I had to create a multi-team with the best specialists and 

take advice from the National Music and Dance Awards. It 
was a gift for everyone to be part of this unique event and 
it was a majestic gift for our wonderful city.”
Efraín Sabás has been linked to the Drum Festival for 

a long time , and in this 2022 edition he is in charge of 
the general artistic direction, which, he said, “is quite 
a commitment, taking into account the significance 
and transcendence of this festival within the country’s 
cultural programming.”
“Being part of this musical event is a privilege,” he stres-

sed, “since it mixes different styles and genres, brings to-
gether the most outstanding instrumentalists and voca-
lists and spreads through different locations, managing to 
dress everyone in the colors of leather and drum.”n
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With 
Mucho,

Klimax has a lot to say
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M
ucho is the title of the latest album from 

Maestro Giraldo Piloto and his group Klimax, 

which has a lot to say, one can note, because 

it has brought together a plethora of stars from the 

world of music to make a product of the highest quality.

For many people, the pandemic may have delayed 

their projects due to the necessary isolation and the 

paralysis of activities. However, this has not been the 

case for Piloto and his group: “We have spent all this 

time working hard to achieve a product with the highest 

quality, which can be seen in the production process 

when I chose guests of honor,” the popular musician 

told CubaPLUS Magazine.

Without wanting to cram the interview with names, 

it is important to mention those who took part in the  

new album: Alexander Abreu, Alain Pérez, Falete  

(Spain), Luis Fernando Borjas (Venezuela exGuaco),  

Lele (Van Van), Yordys (Maykel Blanco), Laraine 

Cañizares, Thana Alexa (United States), Brenda 

Navarrete, Robert Álvarez, Germán Velazco, Víctor 

Campbell, Rolando Luna, Yusef Díaz, Yandy Martínez, 

Jorge Aragón, Eduardo Ramos, Juan Kemel, Jorge 

Pérez and Pedro Medina (Spain PATAX), Yaroldy Abreu, 

Timbalaye, Orquesta del Liceum Mozartiano, Javier 

Moreno, Henry Ruiz and Papo Márquez, who, together 

with the arrangements of Yusef and Mauricio Díaz, 

Jorge Aragón, Juan Kemel, Victor Campbell and Piloto, 

achieved such a masterpiece.

It was three years of work. “We consolidated 

preconceived ideas and, with excellent work in 

recording studios in Cuba, the U.S. and Germany, 

and magnificent engineers like Waldy Domínguez,  

Benítez, Aragón, Amaury, Carlitos, Ricardo and 

Daniel, we completed this ambitious project that in 

By Mercy Ramos

Photos: Courtesy of Giraldo Piloto
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every sense lives up to the record’s name and 

holds musical surprises for timberos, rumberos, 

jazzmen and ballad singers,” Piloto said.

“Our purpose now,” he continued, “is to return to 

Europe’s festival circuits where we’ ve shown  our 

work since the very start of the group in 1995, as 

well as to other stages that we abandoned in this 

recent period of apparent inactivity.”

Piloto is completely sure of the quality of the 

work he and his band are doing and is convinced 

that his followers will be able to find this new 

material on the world’s main music platforms, 

such as Spotify, Deezer or iTunes.

“That”, he added, “gives me great peace of mind, 

since that is one of the continued challenges 

of Cuban music in general, which is increased 

with the support we receive from our companies 

Abdala and CODEX from Havana and Barcelona, 

respectively.”

As for the Drum Festival, an event he directs and 

presides, dedicated to the memory of his uncle, 

the notable percussionist Guillermo Barreto, he 

says he can attest to the international positioning 

and development achieved.

The past editions were dedicated to Brazil and 

Spain but, as we know, the one organized to honor 

Africa, as the mother of rhythm and essential 

and historical foundation of our culture, had 

to be stopped because of the beginning of the 

pandemic, he recalled. 

“At the moment”, he stressed, “despite the 

continued fight against COVID-19, we have 

consolidated plans and various projects 

to adorn Havana from March 1 to 6 with 

drums, rumba, jazz, dance music, concerts, 

international competitions and dance and 

percussion masterclasses. This is something 

that the youth and the capital’s population had 

been waiting for in these last two years and  

that we did while respecting all the necessary 

health guidelines.” 

When answering a question about what it meant 

to him to lead the Drum Festival, he said: “I place 

great importance on being the event’s organizer, 

because the whole team accompanying me 

every year knows that we are contributing to the 

care and preservation of our tradition. A culture 

admired all over the world, despite the small size 

of our country”.n
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Industrias NEXUS S.A. is your opportunity 
to invest in Cuban industry.
Contacts:
Email: nexus@nexus.co.cu
Phones: +53 7204 5184 / +53 7204 5190
Centro de Negocios Kohly, Calle 34 e/ 49 y 49a,
Rpto. Kohly, Playa , La Habana, Cuba.



Industrias NEXUS S.A. is a trading company 
with 100% Cuban capital, sponsored by the 
Light Industry Business Group (GEMPIL), whose 
purpose is to associate with national and foreign 
interests for the development of businesses 
and to provide labor force supply services, 
mainly to light industry. As a secondary activity, 
it provides business and foreign investment 
advisory services.
It is a shareholder in 11 joint ventures, some 
of which have already had their term extended. 
Suchel Camacho S.A., with more than 26 years, 
is the one that has been in existence the longest.
The joint ventures established with foreign 
companies recognized in the international 
market in Ireland, Holland, Italy, Spain and 
Vietnam are: Konfort Industria del Descanso 
S.A., Dujo Copo S.A., Suchel Camacho S.A., 
Suchel Camacho S.A., Suchel Proquimia S.A., 
Durero Caribe S.A., Compacto Caribe S.A., 
Adypel S.A., Mediatex S.A., as well as Unilever 
Suchel S.A., Industria Arthis S.A. and Suchel 
TVB S.A. in the Mariel Special Development 
Zone. 
In addition, the Cuban corporation accompanies 
the process of negotiating and creating 
international economic association contracts 
(CAEI) in the industrial sector.

It currently has five contracts for productive 
management, whose investors come from the 
Dominican Republic, Mexico, Chile and Italy, in 
the fields of garment manufacturing, flexible 
packaging and door manufacturing.
This year, short and medium-term projects are 
being developed to create new joint ventures 
which include producing and marketing 
footwear, bags, garments, sporting goods, 
sanitary products, paint and furniture, among 
others, necessary for the country’s sustainable 
development and attractive for foreign 
investment. 
Also in 2022, the Industrias NEXUS S.A. 
Employer Branch began operating, formed by a 
professional team committed to selecting and 
recruiting human capital to supply qualified 
personnel to joint ventures in the sector outside 
the Mariel Special Development Zone, as well 
as to employee training and development.
The advisory services offered by the company 
are mainly focused on sharing the knowledge 
and expertise acquired in the formation of 
joint ventures in Cuba, accompanying clients 
throughout the process, from project conception 
to implementation.
Industrias NEXUS S.A. is your opportunity to 
invest in Cuban industry.

Industrias NEXUS S.A. is your opportunity 
to invest in Cuban industry.

your investment opportunity
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Located in the province of Artemisa and made up of more than two dozen pro-
duction business units and cooperatives, the San Cristóbal Agricultural Company, 
created on 21 November 2008, sells large and small livestock, milk, meat, and by-
products, grains, cereals, vegetables, fruits, as well as firewood for fuel, among 

other products on the national market, and focuses its attention on:

It has a herd of 25,982 head of cattle, whose milk production in the last five years has 
averaged two million 500 thousand liters, destined for the national industry.
Regarding beef, an average of around 800 tons has been sold annually in the country during  

the last five years.
As of 2019, the buffalo herd will be incorporated, which currently has 155 heads and a 

production of 1,005 liters of milk in 2021 and 18.010 tons of meat.
The company is currently working on a project for the production of cheese and yogurt with 

buffalo milk for export, which should be completed by May 2022.

Agricultural Company

Cattle

San Cristóbal
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Miscellaneous  Crops
Exportable crops
Production of exportable crops such as charcoal, ginger, red 
Spanish pineapple, and Habanero chili peppers, marketed in 
France and Canada, is being increased, and negotiations will 
begin shortly.

In development
In line with the country’s policy of diversifying foreign trade, the organization is working on 
developing other products for sale on the international market.

Industry

The company is currently concluding three investment projects in the search for international 
commercial partners, which could attract high technology and thus generate a significant 
increase in production yields.

Eng. José Urquiaga Crespo, General Director.
Lic. Julio Águila Sorroche, Export and Investment Specialist.
         +53 4856-5106 / +53 4856-5134
         pdireccion@eascristobal.art.minag.cu
 Finca Pañolón Santa Cruz de los Pinos, San Cristóbal, Artemisa, Cuba.
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The company Plan-

ta Mecánica “Fabric 

Aguilar Noriega”, on 

the outskirts of the 

central Cuban city of Santa Cla-

ra, has successfully existed for 56 

years as a giant of steel and steel 

bars, which raises a productive 

flame, impossible to extinguish.

Founded on May 3, 1964 by the 

Argentine-Cuban commander 

Ernesto “Che” Guevara, then Mi-

nister of Industry of the incipient 

Cuban Revolution, the unit, built 

mainly by engineers and techni-

cians of the former Soviet Union, 

made its mark from the beginning 

in the national market as the lar-

gest and most important factory 

producing machinery and spare 

parts.

In this factory, built in an area 

of 16,000 square meters, all the 

basic metal-mechanical proces-

ses have been integrated since 

its foundation, such as iron and 

steel casting, heavy and light ma-

chining, ironwork and welding, 

as well as other support tech-

nologies for the manufacture of 

tools and devices such as heat 

treatment, mechanical testing, 

design of equipment, aggregates 

and parts.

This factory for factories, as it is 

also known, has never stopped 

production despite facing the 

most difficult periods in the cons-

truction of the socialist state of 

Cuba. This, in an island affected 

for more than 60 years by the 

economic blockade of the United 

States, with periods of severe 

lack of materials such as the 

so-called Special Period, with 

its most severe effects in 1991-

1993, and the onslaught of the 

current COVID-19 pandemic.

“We have never stopped, 

nor are we going to stop,” 

emphasizes Idael Cristóbal 

Hidalgo Cruz, Director of 

the Industry, protected by a 

mestizo face that evokes the  

victorious impetus of his indi-

genous and African ancestors. 

Hidalgo Cruz takes us through 

the factory workshops, accom-
panied by Leiry Cespón Mus-

telier, Director of Engineering, 

Development, Exports and 

Quality, while assuring us that 

the business he directs has the 

license and capacity to export 

and will be redirected towards 

a principal market in the Latin 

American area, to countries 

such as Mexico, Costa Rica 

and the Dominican Republic, 

which have high demand for 

parts for the sugar industry.

“In this region we have a mar-

ket of over 400 sugar mills, 

and we are able to offer them 

crowns, mill couplings, scra-

pers, side boxes, hammer sup-

ports, sprockets, shafts, blade 

arms and other accessories of 

different types, whose produc-

tion quality we will be able to 

improve as soon as the inves-

tment and modernization pro-

cess of the productive areas is 

completed,” comments Hidalgo 

Cruz as he continues the tour. 

For now, the over 390 workers 

who work here today are wor-

king on the development of 

other components for the do-

mestic market for the manufac-

ture of construction materials, 

low-carbon mini-cement plants 

and clients from metallurgical, 

mining, chemical, hydraulic, 

land and rail transport compa-

nies, among others. The direc-

tor has found his experience 

in this factory to be positive. “I 

have the possibility of working 

on various market products, 

and participating in the creation 

and development of others; and 

I also have a group of dedicated 

workers and a close relationship 

The factory 
for factories,

for sustainable 
development
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  Contacts  
     Calle A No. 39 e/ Arroyo Carrascal y carretera Planta Mecánica, Zona Industrial Noroeste, 

     Santa Clara, Villa Clara, Cuba.

            +53 4229-1805   /   +53 4229-1889  

             yiyo@plantamec.co.cu

           leiry@plantamec.co.cu

with the University ̒ Marta Abreuʼ of Las 

Villas and other scientific institutions,” 

he adds. Crossing through the foun-

dry workshop, we arrive at the area 

of the new investment. Engineer Leiry 

Cespón clarifies that this equipment 

is part of the investment process that 

is being carried out in the company, 

the majority with resources from  

Russia and China, and points towards 

the new molding line that is being ins-

talled:

“This new technology enables us 

to obtain a higher quality cast piece 

that will allow us to insert ourselves 

into sectors that we currently don’t 

enter, increase our production capa-

city with the consequent saving of 

electricity and other carriers,” adds 

the engineer with a sense of belon-

ging gained from his over 20 years 

of work in different productive posi-

tions.

Director Hidalgo Cruz also ex- 

plains the investment process  

carried out in the welding work-

shops, showing the balancing ma-

chine, rolling machine, pantograph 

and the welding column that were 

installed in 2019, while waiting for 

the arrival of other equipment such 

as a sandblasting chamber and fol-

ding machine.

He stressed that most of these 

products produced and distributed 

by Planta Mecánica substitute 

imports for the country and assured 

that, in the midst of the new 

coronavirus pandemic, they will not 

give up on completing the technical 

economic plan of 18.3 million pesos.

In this factory in 1964, Commander 

Ernesto “Che” Guevara, who fell three 

years later in combat in a Bolivian 

internationalist guerrilla movement, 

symbolically lit the torch of the 

Technical Revolution, and the flame 

is still alive today from a cauldron of 

constancy, honor and sacrifice.n

 Products
- Containers for storing fuel.
- 1 000 m3 vertical tank.
- Oil pumping stations.
- Calender for Jamaica.
- Hoppers and ball mill for the building  
   materials industry.
- Discharge pipe for MINDI dredge.
- Satellites for the cement industry
  (Panama Canal).
- Screw and crown conveyors for the  
   nickel industry.
- Bearings, crowns and others.
- Central blades, side boxes and mallets  
   for sugar mills.
- Drum for the cement industry.
- Gear cutting.
- Gates for the Caruachi hydroelectric plant  
   in Venezuela.
- Hydraulic turbines, national production  
  and exports.
- Conduits.
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Eng. Idael Cristóbal Hidalgo Cruz
General Director 
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Eng. Lourdes Esther Torres Ferrer
General Director

DEMONSTRATED
The Ramón Peña Industrial Company, located near 

the Guanabacoa traffic circle in Havana province, 
constitutes a current example of efficiency and 

quality for having developed a wide range of products that 
have replaced a high value of imports into the country.
Belonging to the Business Group of the Steelworking 

Industry (GESIME), this organization was historically 
linked to the production of transportation equipment 
for industry, since its predecessor dates back to 
1950, the then private Construction 
Company of Mechanical Equipment. 
It has specialized in the manufacture 
of collectors, compactors, dump beds, 
platform beds, trailers, semi-trailers, 
among other products, since the 
revolutionary triumph of January 1959.
But its history does not end in that year 

because it began operating in 2012 
as Ramón Peña, after the merger of 
Construction Company of Mechanical 
Equipment (CEM) and the Guanabo Industrial Company
Then in 2018 the UEB (Business Unit) IMECA (Industria 

Mecánica Caribe) was incuded, better known as the “Trailer 
Factory”, thus increasing its productive experience.

All this made it possible to expand its portfolio with 
the manufacture of trailers, semi-trailer trucks or both 
independently, parts, pieces and components for 
transportation equipment, applications on chassis, cabs, 
trucks and vans, gears and mechanized spare parts.
Ramón Peña is currently growing its product line and, 

following the country’s new economic policy, has begun 
to venture into producing equipment for agriculture, 
construction and other sectors in demand where its 

technology can function with the 
required quality.
In an interview with CubaPLUS 

Magazine, the company’s General 
Director, Eng. Lourdes Esther Torres 
Ferrer, said that in order to meet 
its objectives, “The company has 
qualified personnel, whose knowledge 
and experience is used to conceive 
and manufacture vital devices 
for the agricultural and industrial 

development of the largest of the Antilles. The talent 
of its workforce, the work capacity and technological 
discipline are qualities possessed by Cuban industry.” 
“Our products,” she added, “play a fundamental role 

Efficiency and Quality

ELECTRIC CONCRETE MIXER 
160 Lts. 

SILAGE MILL -FODDER GRINDER.

WHEELBARROW.
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in different sectors of the economy. We repair and 
manufacture trailers and semi-trailers of different 
capacities (from two to sixty tons) that constitute our 
principle line of production. In addition, we develop 
equipment and applications for the sugar harvest and 
rice harvest, as well as for communal sanitation in the 
country’s capital and other provinces.” 
This year, the company concluded an investment 

process through which it modernized and expanded its 
technological capabilities, which has placed it at the 
forefront in the country in cutting, forming, welding and 
painting processes.
It is currently working with a form of foreign investment: 

an economic-international association with a foreign 
supplier that will promote the development of 
technological equipment, personnel training and the 
strengthening of export capacity through partnerships 
with third parties.

All these steps make it possible to maintain the status of 
leaders in this type of production, while increasing the bu-
siness portfolio. 
“We can affirm that our main objective is to always 

satisfy our client’s needs, through high quality products, 
a high competitive level, efficient organization and 
high productivity that allows us to substitute imports,” 
concluded Eng. Lourdes Esther Torres Ferrer.n

Vía Blanca No. 4860, e/ Puente del Río Martín Pérez 
y Rotonda de Guanabacoa, Reparto Vía Blanca, 
municipio Guanabacoa, La Habana, Cuba. 
       +53 7797 4777 (pizarra) 
       +53 7797 7913
       secretaria@cem.cu
       EIRP2017

CO
N
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Main products:
Self-tipping Trailer.
Sugarcane Trailer.
 Olympic Trailer.
 Flatbed Semi-Trailer.
 Bulk Semi-trailer.
 Cattle Semi-trailer.
 Ampiroll Box.
 Skidder Trailer.
 B-Train Semi-trailer.
 Electric Concrete Mixer 160 Lts.
 Electric Concrete Mixer 300 Lts.
 Tractor Loader.
 Forage Silage Machine.

SELF-LOADING 
TRAILER FOR 
HARVEST.

CATTLE SEMI-TRAILER.

FLATBED SEMI-TRAILER.

BULK SEMI-TRAILER.
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A solid and safe path in Cuba. It treasures a 
work of excellence guaranteed by more 
than three decades of existence.

Derivados del Acero (DA) is a leading company in 
Cuba in the production and commercialization of 
steel wire derivatives, articles and their derivatives, 
coated electrodes for welding, among others. The 
company has more than three decades history of 
excellent work, endorsed by its customers with 
satisfaction and confidence, thanks to an extensive 
range of high quality certified products.
Part of the Steel-Working Industry Business 

Group (GESIME), under the Ministry of Industries, 
the company is currently composed of two Basic 
Business Units (UEB): Metalúrgica Camagüey, in 
the municipality of Nuevitas, and Derivados del 
Alambre, in Minas, in that same eastern Cuban 
province. 
Metalúrgica Camagüey has several workshops for 

the production process: wire drawing, galvanizing, 
braiding and electrodes, responsible for producing 
different types of high quality wires, staples and 
electrodes for different sectors of the national 
industry.
Derivados del Alambre is responsible for 

manufacturing all types of mesh and nails, which 
are in great demand and used in production 

“FIRST-CLASS 
VALUE”
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for industry, agriculture, construction, tourism, health, 
sugarcane harvesting and the housing sector, among others.
The company can boast of excellent performance, giving 

confidence and satisfaction to customers, as it complies fully 
with the commitments made with different economic and 
social sectors of the country. To that end, it applies a Quality 
Management System based on the ISO 9001:2015 Standard, 
which has enabled it to expand even beyond the borders.
Recent highlights of Metalúrgica Camagüey’s plans 

include the delivery of over a thousand tons of  
products per year, on average, to clients of the Ministries 
of Agriculture, Construction, Domestic Trade and Public 
Health; ETECSA, DIP MARIEL (Mariel Development Zone), 
ALMEST, and the Azcuba and Tabacuba business groups. It 
is fundamental for the company to continuously improve 
its products and, despite the world epidemiological 

situation, it has not stopped producing during nearly 
two years of the pandemic sweeping the world, Ubaldo 
Acosta Cepero, General Director of Derivados del Acero in 
Camagüey, told this publication.
During 2021, the company fulfilled its monthly 

production plan, with alternative manufacturing, 
despite the impossibility of importing the fundamental 
raw materials it requires.
“The main aim of our productions is to assure the deve-

lopment of the objectives of the programs prioritized by 
our nation, which are a main part of the sustenance of 
the country as far as the nutrition, construction of houses, 
production of exportable items and others.”
All this work is focused on serving the population and 

developing the national economy, so no effort will be spared 
to achieve our goals.n

Calle Avellaneda, 
No. 411, e/ San José 
y Francisquito, Camagüey.
+53 5213 6600  /   +53 5285 0955
odalys@dacero.cu
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The Integral Automation Company, CEDAI, marks a 

new anniversary, with a significant history that has 

been a journey of growth. The will of the company 

workforce did not allow the recent epidemiological situation 

in this Caribbean archipelago and in the world to be an 

obstacle.

It has maintained its services without interuption in 

the country’s vital programs, making an impact on the 

rehabilitation of Cuban industry and actively participating in 

the fight against COVID-19.

The company’s contributions have been essential in 

assembling oxygen plants, rehabilitating funeral services, 

intensive care areas, health clinics, molecular immunology 

laboratories, as well as other public health-related services 

in the nation.

CEDAI’s milestones include the certification of the Quality 

Management System according to the requirements 

established in the NC ISO 9001: 2015 standard, and 

registration in the National Registry of Builders, Designers 

and Consultants of the Republic of Cuba.
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ARISE

44th  
Anniversary:



It also worked on the creation of state-owned MSMEs 

(micro, small and medium-sized enterprises), which 

will contribute to strengthening non-state forms of 

management and boosting alliances with them.

Development projects were completed during the year 

that will enable CEDAI’s R&D&I (Research, Development 

and Innovation) work to be linked to national industry in 

order to generalize automation and robotics solutions, 

contributing to the productive chain and import 

substitution.

CEDAI faces new challenges:
Continue to develop energy efficiency, prioritizing the use 

of our own solutions or products.

Increase participation in new investments approved by the 

country, mainly in the agricultural, food, biopharmaceutical 

and tourism sectors.

Take greater advantage of alliances with technology 

partners to support service provision.

Increase sales to joint ventures located in the Mariel  

Special Development Zone (ZEDM).

Generate sales through e-commerce, as well as exports.

Strengthen the company’s own Research, Development 

and Innovation capabilities for automation, closely linked 

to industry, with a multidisciplinary vision that involves the 

processes of automation, mechanics, physics, chemistry, 

computer science, telematics and cybernetics to achieve 

high impact solutions and national security.

Use innovation to develop and commercialize automation 

products for low and medium complexity systems, 

organizing and managing the results obtained by the 

different universities and research centers. Assimilate all 

the technology that is not protected in Cuba, enabling the 

development of prototype and zero series, which impact on 

the development and sustainability of the country’s control 

systems and generate profits for CEDAI.

Strengthen the work of industrial cybersecurity and 

international contracting of control systems associated  

with investments, reducing damage to people, the 

environment and economic losses.

Continue advancing in the adoption of Technical Standards 

for Automation.

Push forward in implementing the Energy Efficient Building 

Project (3xE), so that it is largely achieved by 2022.
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       @CEDAI Empresa de Automatización Integral
       @CEDAICUBA
       CEDAI Empresa de Automatización Integral  
       CEDAI

Calle 13 esq G, Vedado, Plaza de la Revolución, 
La Habana. Cuba.

        comercial@cedai.com.cu

       +53 7835 3651

Contact
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INPUD (Industrial Production Company of House-
hold Appliances) reports to the Ministry of Indus-
tries (MINDUS) and is part of the GELECT (Electronics 
Group) Higher Organization of Business Management 

(OSDE). Several of the products are based on salvaged raw 
materials.
Located in the central region of the country, this organiza-

tion occupies around 268,000 square meters in total and 
has seen a year-on-year growth in development. 
Known for producing highly competitive articles and ha-

ving excellent human capital, it is today the fundamental 
ally of Cuban households as the main producer of domes-
tic utensils in the country.
On July 24, 1964, the then Minister of Industries, Ernesto 

“Che” Guevara, inaugurated “INPUD 1ro de Mayo” in front 
of thousands in Villa Clara.  

Excellence  
backed by more 
than 5 decadesINPUD
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MAIN PRODUCTS 
- Products for domestic and industrial use.
- Refrigerators.
- Rice and multipurpose cookers.
- Domestic ovens of various types and  

    industrial ovens .
- Water coolers.
- Table, wall and pedestal fans.
- Tools.
- Plastic articles.
- Low voltage electrical equipment.
- Specialized products for tourism infrastructure  

    and gastronomy and various services, among others.

At the present time it is working towards import 
substitution, with the aim of manufacturing the 
equipment that is imported by the chain stores for  
the internal market.
Meanwhile, adapting to the new age, INPUD has begun 

venturing into electronic commerce which is growing 
strongly within the development of the country. In the 
digital page of Citmatel, the company offers several 
utensils, among them, one and two burner tabletop 
hobs and four-burner stoves with an oven; wall and 
pedestal fans of 16 and 18 inches, table fans of 12 and 
16 inches, as well as rice cookers and electric pressure 
cookers.
The domestic utensil industry is also positioned in the 

MLC market through the stores created for this purpose, 
with new higher range products offering better features, 
such as the four-burner gas stove with oven and the   
18-inch Órbita pedestal fan.n

Contact:  
Carretera Central Km 298 

y Avenida Calixto García, 

Santa Clara, Villa Clara. 

PHONE: +53 52799520            

                 +53 52172491  

EMAIL: mariselml@inpud.co.cu

               virginia@inpud.co.cu

“WE PRODUCE HIGHLY COMPETITIVE GOODS” 
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www.cnasantafe.net
Presidency: +53 7638 9685  
  Management: +53 7638 9438

Dedicated to the repair and maintenance of buildings, 
among other construction activities, the non-agricultural 
cooperative Construcciones Santa Fe restored the Patio 
Amarillo cultural center, very close to Old Havana’s Cathe-
dral, to its full splendor at the end of 2021 for the XIV Biennial 
of the Cuban capital.
The cooperative’s specialists and workers carried out a high 
quality job, both in masonry, electricity, surface treatment, 
plumbing and finishing in general.

Calle A No. 19616 Avenida de la Independencia y Línea del 
Ferrocarril, Municipio Cerro, La Habana, Cuba. 

 cnasantafehabana@gmail.com  
 anniefoto80@gmail.com

http://facebook.com/construccionesantafe             

     http://twitter.com/cna_fe            

         linkedin.com/company/cna-santa-fe

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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in Latin 
America 
and the 
Caribbean

Sporting 
greats 

Triple jumper Yulimar Rojas.

Argentina’s soccer team.
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Cuban wrestler Mijaín López, Venezuelan 

triple jumper Yulimar Rojas and 

Argentina’s soccer team were declared 

best in Latin America and the Caribbean 

in the 57th edition of the Annual Sports Survey 

organized by the Prensa Latina news agency. 

The survey has been carried out since 1964 in the 

last two months of each year -with the exception 

of 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic-, and this 

occasion saw participation from 103 media outlets 

from 20 countries in the region.

At 39, the king of the Greco-Roman super 

heavyweight category won his fourth gold medal at 

the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games, a medal he had also 

won in Beijing 2008, London 2012 and Río de Janeiro 

2016.

In this fruitful season, Mijaín López, today the 

only male Olympic tetra monarch, obtained the 

Outstanding Performance award in Tokyo 2020 from 

the Association of National Olympic Committees, and 

was selected Athlete of the Year in Cuba.

The stellar triple jump champion, young Yulimar 

Rojas, was crowned Best Athlete in Latin America and 

the Caribbean for 2021 in the women’s segment. 

Trained by former Cuban jumper Iván Pedroso, the 

Venezuelan, with a leap of 15.67 meters, broke the 

former record of 15.50 meters set by Ukrainian Inessa 

Kravets 26 years ago.

In addition, the double world titleholder also won 

the Diamond League, added the best indoor record in 

the specialty and finished among the finalists for the 

Best Female Athlete of 2021 award for World Athletics.

In the men’s category, the second most voted was 

Argentine soccer player Lionel Messi, while in the 

women’s category it was Jamaican sprinter Elaine 

Thompson-Herah.

The Argentinian men’s soccer team stood out as 

champions of the Copa América 2021, after beating 

Brazil 1-0 in the final held at the emblematic 

Maracaná stadium in Río de Janeiro.

In the Latin American News Agency’s survey, the 

top male and female winners have historically been 

Jamaica’s Usain Bolt, with six awards (2008, 2009, 

2012, 2013, 2015, 2016), and Colombia’s Caterine 

Ibargüen, with five (2011, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2018).n

Wrestler Mijaín López.
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(Courtesy Havana Club)
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